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Abstract: The importance of urban forests is undeniable when considering their benefits to the
environment, such as improving air quality, landscapes and breaking its monotony. However, trees
are subject to failures that can cause personal and economic damage. Therefore, it is necessary to
know the health conditions of the trees to define their most adequate management. Some tools are
used to detect plant health conditions, such as visual analysis, tomography, and drilling resistance. In
addition, some formulas based on the cavity and trunk diameter relation or the remaining trunk wall
dimension are also used to infer the strength loss of a tree and its consequent risk of falling. However,
these formulas have limitations, such as assuming only cavities that are always centered and not
considering areas with decay. Therefore, this research evaluates whether ultrasonic tomographic
imaging allows us to improve the reach of the equations proposed in the literature to infer the
strength loss of trees due to the presence of cavities and decays. The results showed that ultrasonic
tomographic imaging allowed the equations to be closer to real conditions of the tree trunk, such
as the inclusion of wood strength reduction from decay and the displacement of internal cavities in
calculating the reduction in the second moment of area.

Keywords: acoustic tomography; biodeterioration; mechanical stress; tree stability

1. Introduction

The importance of urban forests is undeniable; however, trees are subject to failure that
may lead to their fall. Many targets could be hit in urban areas if they fell down, including
people. Therefore, the inference of the likelihood of tree failure is very significant for the
management of urban forests to define the best corrective treatment or suppression.

The falling tree risk is strongly related to their health status and the presence of inner
decays, which can lead to wood strength loss and, consequently, its decline. Some methods
are consolidated in the detection of the external and internal conditions of trees, such as
visual analysis [1–12], the use of tomography [13–17], and drilling resistance [15,18–24].

Tree trunks are subject to efforts directly from their weight and the weight of their
branches and leaves (canopy). However, the most important and significant load for the
failure risk comes from the wind [25–28]. The wind load and the response of the tree to this
load are dynamic in nature [29–31]. However, the complexity of this dynamic consideration
leads many authors to propose replacing the wind action by a horizontal load applied at
the center of gravity of the canopy as a simplification [28,32]. This horizontal load generates
bending moments responsible for inducing stress in the tree trunk (Equation (1)). This
equation allows us to verify that, concerning the same horizontal load, the trunk stress will
increase if there is a reduction at the second moment of area. Likewise, Equation (1) shows
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that it is also possible to verify that if the wood strength decreases, the tree will be able to
bear lower stress.

Σ = (M y)/I ≤ fm (1)

with the following definitions: σ = applied bending stress; M = bending moment; I = second
moment of area; y = perpendicular distance from the fiber to the neutral axis; and fm = bending
strength of the wood.

Among the methods used to infer the falling tree risk, some equations have been
proposed to quantify the strength loss using formulas [33–36]. The main limitations of
these equations to estimate the reduced load-bearing capacity are assumed that the cross-
section’s neutral axis corresponds to the centroid axis and only accounts for cavities and
not decayed areas [37–39]. In this sense, Burcham et al. [38] present an interesting proposal
for using ultrasonic tomography to calculate the loss of the second moment of area. This
proposal considers the decay asymmetry and images produced with more grades, taking
into account zones with intermediate velocity losses and not just the zones with maximum
losses, usually associated with cavities.

The assessment of the stem wood strength loss is complex, so the proposed equations
are based on the cavity measurement or the residual thickness of the trunk wall, which are
more direct parameters. These measurements make it possible to calculate reductions at
the second moment of area and infer the trunk stress increase, which the authors indirectly
indicated as strength loss.

Although all equations have been developed considering important simplifications
of the geometry of the trunk and cavities, Equation (2), proposed by [34], is the most
conservative for indirectly inferring the strength loss (SL) from stiffness loss. This equation
assumes concentric decayed and solid areas sharing the same centroid (Figure 1a) using the
relation of the second moment of area of a cylinder of homogeneous and isotropic material
and a hollow cylinder, both with a circular cross-section.

SL = d4/D4 (2)

with the following definitions: d = internal cavity diameter; D = trunk diameter.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of a disc with a circular and concentric cavity (a) and disc with
an open cavity (b). D = diameter of the disc, d = diameter of the cavity, t = residual wall thickness,
Cc = circumference of the open cavity.

Equation (3), proposed by [33], is also based on reducing the second moment of area,
but the author changed the exponent (four to three). The exponent change and the choice
of this specific number (3) is unclear [38].

SL = d3/D3 (3)

with the following definitions: d = internal cavity diameter; D = trunk diameter.
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Equation (4), proposed by [35] and adapted from Equation (3) [33], includes the
consideration of open cavities (Figure 1b). According to [39], this is very important, as
these cavities remove the outer rings, which are fundamental to trunk strength.

SL = (d3 + R (D3 − d3))/D3 (4)

with the following definitions: d = internal cavity diameter; D = trunk diameter; R = ratio
between the length of the cavity opening (Cc) and the trunk circumference (C).

Ref. [36] did not follow the same logic of using the reduction in the second moment of
area in the inference of strength loss on the tree trunk. They used the concept of the relation
between the residual wall thickness and the trunk radius (Equation (5)), also considering
the trunk as a cylinder (Figure 1a).

SL = t/Rs (5)

with the following definitions: t = residual wall thickness; Rs = trunk radius.
Thus, it is verified that all equations consider only the cavities, which effectively cause

a reduction at the second moment of area, affecting the first part of Equation (1). However,
trees may have deteriorated regions associated or not associated with internal cavities.
Additionally, the reduction in decayed wood strength is not considered, which would
affect the second part of Equation (1). The use of tomographic images is one of the ways
to evaluate both cavities and deteriorated areas inside the trunk. This methodology has
proven to be efficient in detecting deteriorated areas [40,41].

It should also be noted that all Equations that use reductions at the second moment of
area (Equations (2)–(4)) consider that the cavity is centered. However, much higher inertia
reductions occur when the cavity is eccentric, affecting the inference of the strength loss
proposed by the equations.

Thus, the objective of this research was to evaluate whether the use of ultrasonic
tomographic images improves the reach of the equations proposed in the literature for
inferring the strength loss of trees due to the presence of cavities and decay.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Samples

The sample consisted of 12 cross-sections, each approximately 300 mm high, taken
from the species Cenostigma pluviosum (Sibipiruna) from the campus of the Universidade
de Campinas—Unicamp in the city of Campinas, São Paulo, Brazil. These cross-sections
had different types and stages of decay (Figure 2).
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2.2. Methodology
2.2.1. Ultrasound Tests on Standing Trees

The direct tests were performed at breast height (∼=1.3 m from the ground) in the
standing trees using ultrasound equipment (USLab, Agricef, Brazil) and 45 kHz exponential
face transducers. Measurements were made using eight measuring-point diffraction mesh
(Figure 3) and radial wave propagation. Holes were made in the bark at the measurement
points to introduce the transducer tip ensuring its coupling to the trunk. The measurement
methodology using diffraction mesh consists of positioning the emitting transducer at a
measurement point and taking readings of wave propagation time while the receiving
transducer sweeps all the other points. Then, the emitting transducer is positioned at the
next point, repeating the procedure until it has been positioned at all diffraction mesh
measurement points—this procedure generated 28 measurement routes (Figure 3).
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2.2.2. Tomographic Imaging from Standing Tree Data

Regardless of the number of measurement points on the mesh, it would not be possible
to have wave propagation time readings across the entire area under analysis because it is
necessary to interpolate neighboring values to fill these areas and produce tomographic
images. This procedure was performed using ImageWood 3.0, software developed by
the LabEnd * research group (ImageWood 3.0). We adopted the interpolation system
proposed by [42], with velocity compensation, which has already been used in other
studies, providing good results [40,41,43,44].

To generate the tomographic image, velocity bands are associated with color bands.
For homogeneous and isotropic materials, such as steel, reference velocities are generally
adopted to represent the material under clear conditions. However, for wood, whose
properties vary between species, within the species, and within the tree (longitudinal and
radial direction), a generic reference velocity can generate great inaccuracy. Thus, the
maximum velocity (Vmax) obtained in the analyzed cross-section was chosen as a reference.
Based on this velocity, the ranges according to velocity variations (losses) were defined,
assigning colors to elaborate the tomographic image. For the choice of velocity ranges,
previous results from the literature were used [40,41,45], which was distributed into four
representative velocity loss ranges: 0 to 36% of Vmax to represent zones with cavities (black);
36% to 50% of Vmax to represent areas with deteriorated wood (red); 50 to 80% of Vmax
to represent healthy areas of heartwood (brown); 80 to 100% of Vmax to represent healthy
areas of sapwood (yellow).
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2.2.3. Preparation of Specimens

The approximately 300 mm-high cross-sections, extracted from the trees in the same
position as the ultrasound measurements (Figure 3), were taken to the laboratory, where
they were polished with sandpapers of different weights to highlight the areas with decays
(D), healthy wood (HW) and cavities (Ca). The polished cross-sections were placed on a
neutral surface to be photographed. After identifying each region, the specimens were
properly removed from the cross-sections (D, HW) (Figure 4).
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The specimens in the saturated condition had their volume and weight measured
to calculate the apparent density in the saturated condition (ρsat = msat/Vsat). After the
ultrasound tests, the specimens were kiln dried until reaching the anhydrous condition,
and as soon as they did, they were weighed once again to obtain the dry mass (md) with
which the basic density was determined (ρbas = md/Vsat).

2.2.4. Calculation of the Wood Stiffness Coefficient Taken from Different Regions of the
Cross-Sections

The mechanical characterization of stiffness tests was carried out on specimens in the
saturated condition to represent the tree wood more adequately. The stiffness was calculated
by ultrasound, as it allows the use of small-sized test specimens (17 mm × 17 mm in cross-
section and 40 mm-length in the longitudinal direction) removed from each of the regions
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under study. The ultrasound test, which allows the stiffness coefficient calculation, has
been proposed for wood characterization, since it directly correlates with the modulus of
elasticity [46–48] and allows testing in different dimensions of the specimen. The test was
performed using ultrasound equipment (EP1000, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) (Figure 5), due
to the transducer frequency function used in the tests, which, in turn, was a function of
the size of the prismatic specimen. Thus, the transducer frequency (1 MHz) was adopted
to ensure that the minimum ratio between wavelength and path length was greater than
three, minimizing the interferences when the wave propagation does not occur in infinite
media [49]. In addition, it was ensured that the transducer diameter (13 mm) was always
limited to the cross-section of the specimen, minimizing the wall effect [49].
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Figure 5. Example of ultrasound trials performed on a prismatic specimen (a) and detailing the
coupling of transducers to the specimen (b).

From the ultrasound test on the specimens, the propagation time of the waves (t)
was obtained, and with the path length (dimension of the specimen in the direction of
the wave propagation), the propagation velocity (V) was determined. To determine the
stiffness coefficient in the longitudinal direction (CLL—Equation (6)), the basic density
(ρbas) obtained in the specimen was used. In wood applications, the stiffness coefficient
is generally calculated in the equilibrium humidity, and therefore, the apparent density
in the same humidity condition is used. As the objective is the calculation of the CLL in a
saturated condition, the use of the apparent density could falsely indicate high stiffness
due to the water weight and not to the effective stiffness of the material. Resulting in
a contrary response to what is expected for wood [49], to which stiffness decreases as
moisture increases [50].

CLL = ρbas∗V2 (6)

2.2.5. Determination of Data to Be Applied in Equations Proposed in the Literature

To calculate the equations proposed in the literature (Equations (2)–(5)), the necessary
parameters are as follows: the deteriorated zone average diameter (d); the barkless trunk
average diameter (D); the relation between the open cavity circumference and the trunk
circumference (R); the thickness of the smallest wall remaining to the trunk (t); the trunk
radius (Rf)—Figure 1. Thus, to obtain these parameters, the photographs of the polished
cross-sections and the tomographic images were used in ImageJ software, which enabled
us to measure the areas with decays and cavities and those with a smaller remaining wall
thickness of the trunk when there were cross-sections with cavities.

In general, tree trunks are not regular, but as shown above, the equations proposed in
the literature simplify the calculation considering a cylindrical trunk with diameter D. To
consider the irregularity, the value adopted for D was the average between the largest and
smallest diameters of the trunk.
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For cavities, the equations also adopt a hollow cylinder. However, these cavities
can be even more irregular than the trunk under real conditions, making the adoption
of a cylindrical geometry imply gross errors. Thus, we sought a calculation to obtain an
equivalent circular cross-section that would allow us to use the equations while minimizing
errors. For this, the dimensions of decays and cavities were measured in ImageJ using the
tool “Measure”, which measures the selected region using a predetermined scale, which, in
the case of this research, was the dimension of the largest diameter in the real cross-section.
As they are neither cylinders nor homogeneous shapes, the measurements were selected in
four positions, and the average was used as an equivalent circular cross-section (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Four-position measurement scheme in areas with cavities or decay to calculate the aver-
age diameter.

Two situations were considered for the calculation using Equations (2)–(5): the first
using the internal cavity diameter (d) and the second using the internal cavities plus the
decayed areas that surrounded the cavities (dcav + det).

2.2.6. Calculations of Moments of Inertia Considering the Internal Cavity Centered and
Noncentered on the Cross-Sections

As a simplification for the strength loss calculation, the equations proposed consider
the trunk as a uniform cylinder with a central axis. When there is a cavity, they consider a
hollow cylinder with a central axis (Figure 1). For this condition, the second moment of area
of the solid cylinder (Isc) with diameter D is given by Equation (7), and the second moment
of area of the cross-section with hollow cylinder (Ihc) with cavity centered diameter d is
given by Equation (8).

Isc = (π D4)/64 (7)

Ihc = π(D4 − d4)/64 (8)

To take into account that the cavity and the cavity plus decay may not be centered,
calculations were made considering the eccentricity of these regions. The eccentricity,
considering in the axis X or Y, was calculated based on the thickness of the smallest wall
remaining in the trunk (Figure 7). Having the eccentric position of the cavity or cavity plus
the surrounding deteriorated area, we calculated the second moment of area (I) using the
parallel axis theorem (I = Ic + A s2), which considers the second moment of area of that
element about its own centroid (Ic), the area of the element (A) and the distance (s) from
the neutral plane (x-x or y-y) to the centroid of that element.
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of a disc with a circular cavity with eccentricity in axe X (a) and
with eccentricity in axe Y (b). t1 and t2 = thickness of the wall remaining; CGc = center of gravity
considering cavity centered (in black); CGe = center of gravity considering cavity with eccentricity
(in red).

2.2.7. Application of Data (Cross-Sections and Images) to Calculate the Stiffness Loss
Considering the Centered and Noncentered Internal Cavities

For each cross-section, the data of the average diameter (D), the internal cavity (d) and
the internal cavity plus the surrounding decayed (dcav + dec) were used to calculate the
loss of the second moment of area considering the cavity centered or noncentered. This
allows us to verify how much the consideration of the eccentricity influenced the strength
loss obtained by the equations.

Equation (4) can be rewritten as:

(d3 + RD3 − Rd3)/D3 = d3/D3 + R − Rd3/D3 = (Equation (3)) + R − R ∗ (Equation (3)).

The proposed Equation (9) considers Equation (4) rewritten, but instead of the loss of
the second moment of area proposed in Equation (3) (d3/D3), using concentric cavity, it
proposes the calculation of the loss of the second moment area considering the eccentricity
of the cavity (if there is any).

SL = Iexc + R − RIexc (9)

2.2.8. Proposition of an Equation including the Strength Loss of the Deteriorated Area

Equation (10) was proposed by adding to Equation (9) the loss of strength due to the
deterioration (DL). The DL is obtained from Equation (14) using the decayed zone in the
cross-section (Dz), Equation (11), by the average loss of strength (SLD) obtained from results
in specimens taken from clean and decayed zones (Section 2.2.4), Equation (12). As the
specimens were tested by ultrasound and the results are related to stiffness (Equation (6)),
the relationship between strength (MOR) and stiffness was adapted from the equation
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proposed by [51], to infer strength in clean and decayed wood (Equation (13)). An example
of the steps used to calculate Equation (10) is shown in Figure 8.

SL = (Iexc + R − R Iexc) + DL (10)

Dz = (dcav + det − dcav)/D (11)

SLD = 1 − (MORdecayed/MORclean) (12)

MOR = 22.8 + 0.0044 CLL (13)

DL = Dz × SLD (14)
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3. Results

From the ultrasonic tests, the average wood stiffness (CLL) was 12,730 MPa and
6642 MPa for the specimens taken from clear wood and decayed wood, respectively;
for the same specimens, the bending strength (MOR) inferred by Equation (13) [51] was
78.8 MPa and 52.0 MPa, respectively, resulting in 34% average loss of strength (SLD) from
Equation (12).

Using the actual cross-section and the tomographic image, the parameters used in
equations to calculate strength losses were obtained (Table 1).

The data obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit the polynomial model presented in
Table 2 when using Equations (2) and (3).

The values of strength loss were calculated using the data obtained from the 12 cross-
sections in each of the 4 equations studied (2–5), as shown in Table 3.

The differences between second moments of area calculated from actual conditions
(cross-sections) and tomographic images considering cavity centered and in this actual
condition were calculated to be used in the equations (Table 4).
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The strength losses were calculated using Equations (9) and (10) proposed in this
research, considering the actual position of the cavity for the calculus of the second moment
of area (Table 5) and considering not only cavities but also biodeteriorations zones (Table 6).

Table 1. Parameters calculated from the actual condition of the cross-sections (picture) and tomo-
graphic image.

Cross-
Section Photo

Values Referring to the Actual Condition of the
Cross-Sections-Photo

Tomographic
Image

Values Referring to Tomographic
Images

Cc dcav Dcav + Det D R t Rs Cc dcav Dcav + Det D R t Rs

1
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7 0 21.9 29.9 43.9 0 5.71 24.7 0 19.8 24.1 49.3 0 8.8 24.7 

8 0 21.8 30.4 53 0 14.71 26.5 0 24.2 28.3 53 0 11.9 26.5 

9 0 24.5 29.8 55 0 5.92 27.5 0 22.7 38.4 55 0 7.3 27.5 

10 8 17.2 21.8 42.3 0.06 0 21.1 11.3 17.6 24.7 42.3 0.08 0 21.1 

11 0 17.3 17.3 45.2 0 12.03 22.6 0 13.7 18.2 45.3 0 18.2 22.6 

12 8.6 17.8 17.8 45.2 0.06 0 22.6 12.8 23.4 26 45.2 0.08 0 22.6 

* Cc = linear length of the open cavity; dcav = equivalent cavity diameter; dcav + dec = equivalent

cavity diameter + decay; D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; C = trunk circumference; R

= ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C); t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs =

trunk radius.

The data obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit the polynomial model presented in 

Table 2 when using Equations (2) and (3). 

Table 2. Regression models for inferring the percentage of strength loss (SL) as a function of the 

percentage of the trunk diameter occupied by cavity (Ca) obtained from data of the cross-sections 

and tomographic images applied to the equations proposed in the literature. 

Regression Model 
p Value R2 Source 

Data from the Cross-Sections 

SL = 0.94 Ca2 − 0.49 Ca + 0.072 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.19 Ca2 − 0.47 Ca + 0.061 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

Data from the tomographic images 

SL = 1.24 Ca2 − 0.50 Ca + 0.065 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.04 Ca2 − 0.55 Ca + 0.081 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

* [29]: d3/D3; [30]: d4/D4.

The values of strength loss were calculated using the data obtained from the 12 cross-

sections in each of the 4 equations studied (2–5), as shown in Table 3. 
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9 0 24.5 29.8 55 0 5.92 27.5 0 22.7 38.4 55 0 7.3 27.5 

10 8 17.2 21.8 42.3 0.06 0 21.1 11.3 17.6 24.7 42.3 0.08 0 21.1 

11 0 17.3 17.3 45.2 0 12.03 22.6 0 13.7 18.2 45.3 0 18.2 22.6 

12 8.6 17.8 17.8 45.2 0.06 0 22.6 12.8 23.4 26 45.2 0.08 0 22.6 

* Cc = linear length of the open cavity; dcav = equivalent cavity diameter; dcav + dec = equivalent

cavity diameter + decay; D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; C = trunk circumference; R

= ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C); t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs =

trunk radius.

The data obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit the polynomial model presented in 

Table 2 when using Equations (2) and (3). 

Table 2. Regression models for inferring the percentage of strength loss (SL) as a function of the 

percentage of the trunk diameter occupied by cavity (Ca) obtained from data of the cross-sections 

and tomographic images applied to the equations proposed in the literature. 

Regression Model 
p Value R2 Source 

Data from the Cross-Sections 

SL = 0.94 Ca2 − 0.49 Ca + 0.072 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.19 Ca2 − 0.47 Ca + 0.061 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

Data from the tomographic images 

SL = 1.24 Ca2 − 0.50 Ca + 0.065 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.04 Ca2 − 0.55 Ca + 0.081 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

* [29]: d3/D3; [30]: d4/D4.

The values of strength loss were calculated using the data obtained from the 12 cross-

sections in each of the 4 equations studied (2–5), as shown in Table 3. 
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6 14.1 0 0 28.8 0.14 0 14.4 11.5 0 12.5 28.8 0.11 0 14.4 

7 0 21.9 29.9 43.9 0 5.71 24.7 0 19.8 24.1 49.3 0 8.8 24.7 

8 0 21.8 30.4 53 0 14.71 26.5 0 24.2 28.3 53 0 11.9 26.5 

9 0 24.5 29.8 55 0 5.92 27.5 0 22.7 38.4 55 0 7.3 27.5 

10 8 17.2 21.8 42.3 0.06 0 21.1 11.3 17.6 24.7 42.3 0.08 0 21.1 

11 0 17.3 17.3 45.2 0 12.03 22.6 0 13.7 18.2 45.3 0 18.2 22.6 

12 8.6 17.8 17.8 45.2 0.06 0 22.6 12.8 23.4 26 45.2 0.08 0 22.6 

* Cc = linear length of the open cavity; dcav = equivalent cavity diameter; dcav + dec = equivalent

cavity diameter + decay; D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; C = trunk circumference; R

= ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C); t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs =

trunk radius.

The data obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit the polynomial model presented in 

Table 2 when using Equations (2) and (3). 

Table 2. Regression models for inferring the percentage of strength loss (SL) as a function of the 

percentage of the trunk diameter occupied by cavity (Ca) obtained from data of the cross-sections 

and tomographic images applied to the equations proposed in the literature. 

Regression Model 
p Value R2 Source 

Data from the Cross-Sections 

SL = 0.94 Ca2 − 0.49 Ca + 0.072 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.19 Ca2 − 0.47 Ca + 0.061 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

Data from the tomographic images 

SL = 1.24 Ca2 − 0.50 Ca + 0.065 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.04 Ca2 − 0.55 Ca + 0.081 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

* [29]: d3/D3; [30]: d4/D4.

The values of strength loss were calculated using the data obtained from the 12 cross-

sections in each of the 4 equations studied (2–5), as shown in Table 3. 
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9 0 24.5 29.8 55 0 5.92 27.5 0 22.7 38.4 55 0 7.3 27.5 

10 8 17.2 21.8 42.3 0.06 0 21.1 11.3 17.6 24.7 42.3 0.08 0 21.1 

11 0 17.3 17.3 45.2 0 12.03 22.6 0 13.7 18.2 45.3 0 18.2 22.6 

12 8.6 17.8 17.8 45.2 0.06 0 22.6 12.8 23.4 26 45.2 0.08 0 22.6 

* Cc = linear length of the open cavity; dcav = equivalent cavity diameter; dcav + dec = equivalent

cavity diameter + decay; D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; C = trunk circumference; R

= ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C); t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs =

trunk radius.

The data obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit the polynomial model presented in 

Table 2 when using Equations (2) and (3). 

Table 2. Regression models for inferring the percentage of strength loss (SL) as a function of the 

percentage of the trunk diameter occupied by cavity (Ca) obtained from data of the cross-sections 

and tomographic images applied to the equations proposed in the literature. 

Regression Model 
p Value R2 Source 

Data from the Cross-Sections 

SL = 0.94 Ca2 − 0.49 Ca + 0.072 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.19 Ca2 − 0.47 Ca + 0.061 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

Data from the tomographic images 

SL = 1.24 Ca2 − 0.50 Ca + 0.065 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.04 Ca2 − 0.55 Ca + 0.081 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

* [29]: d3/D3; [30]: d4/D4.

The values of strength loss were calculated using the data obtained from the 12 cross-

sections in each of the 4 equations studied (2–5), as shown in Table 3. 
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8 0 21.8 30.4 53 0 14.71 26.5 0 24.2 28.3 53 0 11.9 26.5 

9 0 24.5 29.8 55 0 5.92 27.5 0 22.7 38.4 55 0 7.3 27.5 

10 8 17.2 21.8 42.3 0.06 0 21.1 11.3 17.6 24.7 42.3 0.08 0 21.1 

11 0 17.3 17.3 45.2 0 12.03 22.6 0 13.7 18.2 45.3 0 18.2 22.6 

12 8.6 17.8 17.8 45.2 0.06 0 22.6 12.8 23.4 26 45.2 0.08 0 22.6 

* Cc = linear length of the open cavity; dcav = equivalent cavity diameter; dcav + dec = equivalent

cavity diameter + decay; D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; C = trunk circumference; R

= ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C); t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs =

trunk radius.

The data obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit the polynomial model presented in 

Table 2 when using Equations (2) and (3). 

Table 2. Regression models for inferring the percentage of strength loss (SL) as a function of the 

percentage of the trunk diameter occupied by cavity (Ca) obtained from data of the cross-sections 

and tomographic images applied to the equations proposed in the literature. 

Regression Model 
p Value R2 Source 

Data from the Cross-Sections 

SL = 0.94 Ca2 − 0.49 Ca + 0.072 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.19 Ca2 − 0.47 Ca + 0.061 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

Data from the tomographic images 

SL = 1.24 Ca2 − 0.50 Ca + 0.065 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.04 Ca2 − 0.55 Ca + 0.081 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

* [29]: d3/D3; [30]: d4/D4.

The values of strength loss were calculated using the data obtained from the 12 cross-

sections in each of the 4 equations studied (2–5), as shown in Table 3. 
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9 0 24.5 29.8 55 0 5.92 27.5 0 22.7 38.4 55 0 7.3 27.5 

10 8 17.2 21.8 42.3 0.06 0 21.1 11.3 17.6 24.7 42.3 0.08 0 21.1 

11 0 17.3 17.3 45.2 0 12.03 22.6 0 13.7 18.2 45.3 0 18.2 22.6 

12 8.6 17.8 17.8 45.2 0.06 0 22.6 12.8 23.4 26 45.2 0.08 0 22.6 

* Cc = linear length of the open cavity; dcav = equivalent cavity diameter; dcav + dec = equivalent

cavity diameter + decay; D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; C = trunk circumference; R

= ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C); t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs =

trunk radius.

The data obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit the polynomial model presented in 

Table 2 when using Equations (2) and (3). 

Table 2. Regression models for inferring the percentage of strength loss (SL) as a function of the 

percentage of the trunk diameter occupied by cavity (Ca) obtained from data of the cross-sections 

and tomographic images applied to the equations proposed in the literature. 

Regression Model 
p Value R2 Source 

Data from the Cross-Sections 

SL = 0.94 Ca2 − 0.49 Ca + 0.072 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.19 Ca2 − 0.47 Ca + 0.061 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

Data from the tomographic images 

SL = 1.24 Ca2 − 0.50 Ca + 0.065 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.04 Ca2 − 0.55 Ca + 0.081 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

* [29]: d3/D3; [30]: d4/D4.

The values of strength loss were calculated using the data obtained from the 12 cross-

sections in each of the 4 equations studied (2–5), as shown in Table 3. 
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7 0 21.9 29.9 43.9 0 5.71 24.7 0 19.8 24.1 49.3 0 8.8 24.7 

8 0 21.8 30.4 53 0 14.71 26.5 0 24.2 28.3 53 0 11.9 26.5 

9 0 24.5 29.8 55 0 5.92 27.5 0 22.7 38.4 55 0 7.3 27.5 

10 8 17.2 21.8 42.3 0.06 0 21.1 11.3 17.6 24.7 42.3 0.08 0 21.1 

11 0 17.3 17.3 45.2 0 12.03 22.6 0 13.7 18.2 45.3 0 18.2 22.6 

12 8.6 17.8 17.8 45.2 0.06 0 22.6 12.8 23.4 26 45.2 0.08 0 22.6 

* Cc = linear length of the open cavity; dcav = equivalent cavity diameter; dcav + dec = equivalent

cavity diameter + decay; D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; C = trunk circumference; R

= ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C); t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs =

trunk radius.

The data obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit the polynomial model presented in 

Table 2 when using Equations (2) and (3). 

Table 2. Regression models for inferring the percentage of strength loss (SL) as a function of the 

percentage of the trunk diameter occupied by cavity (Ca) obtained from data of the cross-sections 

and tomographic images applied to the equations proposed in the literature. 

Regression Model 
p Value R2 Source 

Data from the Cross-Sections 

SL = 0.94 Ca2 − 0.49 Ca + 0.072 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.19 Ca2 − 0.47 Ca + 0.061 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

Data from the tomographic images 

SL = 1.24 Ca2 − 0.50 Ca + 0.065 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.04 Ca2 − 0.55 Ca + 0.081 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

* [29]: d3/D3; [30]: d4/D4.

The values of strength loss were calculated using the data obtained from the 12 cross-

sections in each of the 4 equations studied (2–5), as shown in Table 3. 
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7 0 21.9 29.9 43.9 0 5.71 24.7 0 19.8 24.1 49.3 0 8.8 24.7 

8 0 21.8 30.4 53 0 14.71 26.5 0 24.2 28.3 53 0 11.9 26.5 

9 0 24.5 29.8 55 0 5.92 27.5 0 22.7 38.4 55 0 7.3 27.5 

10 8 17.2 21.8 42.3 0.06 0 21.1 11.3 17.6 24.7 42.3 0.08 0 21.1 

11 0 17.3 17.3 45.2 0 12.03 22.6 0 13.7 18.2 45.3 0 18.2 22.6 

12 8.6 17.8 17.8 45.2 0.06 0 22.6 12.8 23.4 26 45.2 0.08 0 22.6 

* Cc = linear length of the open cavity; dcav = equivalent cavity diameter; dcav + dec = equivalent

cavity diameter + decay; D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; C = trunk circumference; R

= ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C); t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs =

trunk radius.

The data obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit the polynomial model presented in 

Table 2 when using Equations (2) and (3). 

Table 2. Regression models for inferring the percentage of strength loss (SL) as a function of the 

percentage of the trunk diameter occupied by cavity (Ca) obtained from data of the cross-sections 

and tomographic images applied to the equations proposed in the literature. 

Regression Model 
p Value R2 Source 

Data from the Cross-Sections 

SL = 0.94 Ca2 − 0.49 Ca + 0.072 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.19 Ca2 − 0.47 Ca + 0.061 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

Data from the tomographic images 

SL = 1.24 Ca2 − 0.50 Ca + 0.065 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.04 Ca2 − 0.55 Ca + 0.081 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

* [29]: d3/D3; [30]: d4/D4.

The values of strength loss were calculated using the data obtained from the 12 cross-

sections in each of the 4 equations studied (2–5), as shown in Table 3. 
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8 0 21.8 30.4 53 0 14.71 26.5 0 24.2 28.3 53 0 11.9 26.5 

9 0 24.5 29.8 55 0 5.92 27.5 0 22.7 38.4 55 0 7.3 27.5 

10 8 17.2 21.8 42.3 0.06 0 21.1 11.3 17.6 24.7 42.3 0.08 0 21.1 

11 0 17.3 17.3 45.2 0 12.03 22.6 0 13.7 18.2 45.3 0 18.2 22.6 

12 8.6 17.8 17.8 45.2 0.06 0 22.6 12.8 23.4 26 45.2 0.08 0 22.6 

* Cc = linear length of the open cavity; dcav = equivalent cavity diameter; dcav + dec = equivalent

cavity diameter + decay; D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; C = trunk circumference; R

= ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C); t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs =

trunk radius.

The data obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit the polynomial model presented in 

Table 2 when using Equations (2) and (3). 

Table 2. Regression models for inferring the percentage of strength loss (SL) as a function of the 

percentage of the trunk diameter occupied by cavity (Ca) obtained from data of the cross-sections 

and tomographic images applied to the equations proposed in the literature. 

Regression Model 
p Value R2 Source 

Data from the Cross-Sections 

SL = 0.94 Ca2 − 0.49 Ca + 0.072 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.19 Ca2 − 0.47 Ca + 0.061 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

Data from the tomographic images 

SL = 1.24 Ca2 − 0.50 Ca + 0.065 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.04 Ca2 − 0.55 Ca + 0.081 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

* [29]: d3/D3; [30]: d4/D4.

The values of strength loss were calculated using the data obtained from the 12 cross-

sections in each of the 4 equations studied (2–5), as shown in Table 3. 
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10 8 17.2 21.8 42.3 0.06 0 21.1 11.3 17.6 24.7 42.3 0.08 0 21.1 

11 0 17.3 17.3 45.2 0 12.03 22.6 0 13.7 18.2 45.3 0 18.2 22.6 

12 8.6 17.8 17.8 45.2 0.06 0 22.6 12.8 23.4 26 45.2 0.08 0 22.6 

* Cc = linear length of the open cavity; dcav = equivalent cavity diameter; dcav + dec = equivalent

cavity diameter + decay; D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; C = trunk circumference; R

= ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C); t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs =

trunk radius.

The data obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit the polynomial model presented in 

Table 2 when using Equations (2) and (3). 

Table 2. Regression models for inferring the percentage of strength loss (SL) as a function of the 

percentage of the trunk diameter occupied by cavity (Ca) obtained from data of the cross-sections 

and tomographic images applied to the equations proposed in the literature. 

Regression Model 
p Value R2 Source 

Data from the Cross-Sections 

SL = 0.94 Ca2 − 0.49 Ca + 0.072 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.19 Ca2 − 0.47 Ca + 0.061 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

Data from the tomographic images 

SL = 1.24 Ca2 − 0.50 Ca + 0.065 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.04 Ca2 − 0.55 Ca + 0.081 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

* [29]: d3/D3; [30]: d4/D4.

The values of strength loss were calculated using the data obtained from the 12 cross-

sections in each of the 4 equations studied (2–5), as shown in Table 3. 
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12 8.6 17.8 17.8 45.2 0.06 0 22.6 12.8 23.4 26 45.2 0.08 0 22.6 

* Cc = linear length of the open cavity; dcav = equivalent cavity diameter; dcav + dec = equivalent

cavity diameter + decay; D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; C = trunk circumference; R

= ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C); t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs =

trunk radius.

The data obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit the polynomial model presented in 

Table 2 when using Equations (2) and (3). 
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Regression Model 
p Value R2 Source 

Data from the Cross-Sections 

SL = 0.94 Ca2 − 0.49 Ca + 0.072 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.19 Ca2 − 0.47 Ca + 0.061 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

Data from the tomographic images 

SL = 1.24 Ca2 − 0.50 Ca + 0.065 0.0000 0.99 [29] 

SL = 1.04 Ca2 − 0.55 Ca + 0.081 0.0000 0.99 [30] 

* [29]: d3/D3; [30]: d4/D4.

The values of strength loss were calculated using the data obtained from the 12 cross-

sections in each of the 4 equations studied (2–5), as shown in Table 3. 
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Cc = linear length of the open cavity; dcav = equivalent cavity diameter; dcav + dec = equivalent cavity
diameter + decay; D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; C = trunk circumference; R = ratio between Cc
and C (R = Cc/C); t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs = trunk radius.

Table 2. Regression models for inferring the percentage of strength loss (SL) as a function of the
percentage of the trunk diameter occupied by cavity (Ca) obtained from data of the cross-sections
and tomographic images applied to the equations proposed in the literature.

Regression Model
p Value R2 Source

Data from the Cross-Sections

SL = 0.94 Ca2 − 0.49 Ca + 0.072 0.0000 0.99 [29]
SL = 1.19 Ca2 − 0.47 Ca + 0.061 0.0000 0.99 [30]

Data from the tomographic images

SL = 1.24 Ca2 − 0.50 Ca + 0.065 0.0000 0.99 [29]
SL = 1.04 Ca2 − 0.55 Ca + 0.081 0.0000 0.99 [30]

[29]: d3/D3; [30]: d4/D4.
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Table 3. Strength loss (SL in %) inferred by the equations of [34] (Equation (2)), [33] (Equation (3)); [35]
(Equation (4)), and the ratio between the residual wall thickness and the trunk radius proposed by [36]
(Equation (5)) using data from internal and open cavities and remaining wall thickness obtained from
the cross-sections and in tomographic images.

Cross-Sections
Cross-Section Data Tomographic Image Data

(2) (3) (4) (5) (2) (3) (4) (5)

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
2 0 0 13 0 0 0 -
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
5 1 4 8 0.00 3 8 19 0.00
6 0 0 14 0.00 0 0 11 0.00
7 4 9 9 0.23 3 6 6 0.36
8 3 7 7 0.56 4 10 10 0.45
9 4 9 9 0.22 3 7 7 0.27

10 3 7 12 0.00 3 7 15 0.00
11 2 6 6 0.53 1 3 3 0.80
12 2 6 11 0.00 7 14 21 0.00

(2): SL = d4/D4; (3): SL = d3/D3; (4): SL = (d3 + R (D3 − d3))/D3; (5): SL = t/Rs. d = equivalent cavity diameter;
D = equivalent diameter of the barkless trunk; R = ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C), Cc = linear length of the
open cavity; C = trunk circumference; t = thickness of the smallest wall remaining in the cavity; Rs = trunk radius.

Table 4. Differences (in percentage) of the second moment of area considering the cavity (if any)
centered or eccentric.

Considering Centered Cavity Considering Actual Cavity Position

Cross-Section Cross-Section Data Tomographic Data Cross-Section Data Tomographic Data

1 0 0 0 4
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
5 1 3 24 33
6 0 0 0 0
7 4 3 14 7
8 3 4 3 5
9 4 3 15 11

10 3 3 31 32
11 2 1 3 1
12 2 7 29 41

Table 5. Strength loss percentage values using Equation (9) with data from actual cross-sections and
tomographic images.

Cross-Section Cross-Section Data Tomographic Data

1 0 4
2 13 0
3 0 0
4 0 0
5 27 41
6 14 11
7 14 7
8 3 5
9 15 11
10 35 37
11 3 1
12 33 38

Equation (9): SL = Iexc + R − RIexc; Iexc: second moment of area calculated considering eccentricity of the cavity;
R = ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C), Cc = linear length of the open cavity; C = trunk circumference.
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Table 6. Strength loss percentage values using Equation (10) with data from cross-sections and
tomographic images.

Cross-Sections Cross-Section Data Tomographic Data

1 0 8
2 13 17
3 0 0
4 0 0
5 36 48
6 14 17
7 19 10
8 8 8
9 18 21
10 39 43
11 3 4
12 39 40

Equation (10): SL = (Iexc + R − R Iexc) + DL; Iexc: second moment of area calculated considering eccentricity of the
cavity; R = ratio between Cc and C (R = Cc/C), Cc = linear length of the open cavity; C = trunk circumference;
DL = Dz × SLD; SLD = 0.34; Dz = (dcav + det – dcav)/D; dcav + det = equivalent diameter of the cavity + decay;
dcav = equivalent diameter of the cavity.

4. Discussion

Table 3 shows the strength loss calculated by using each equation studied. The data
obtained from the 12 cross-sections fit a polynomial model (Table 2), as highlighted by [39],
when studying Equations (2) and (3), proposed by [33,34], respectively, for the tree strength
loss as a function of the internal cavity dimension. Equation (4), proposed by [35], could not
be compared with the one presented by [39] because, for the actual cross-sections studied
in this research, the dimension of the open cavity varied between the cross-sections. In
contrast, in the graph presented by the authors, the relationship between cavity dimension
and the circumference of the trunk was kept fixed at 25%.

As expected, due to the parameters involved in the equations and presented in the
Introduction, the inference of strength loss is more conservative using Equation (2), followed
by Equation (3) and, finally, by Equation (4)—see Table 3. Equation (5), which considers the
remaining wall thickness, is the one with the greatest inferences of strength losses (Table 3).

According to [39], strength losses inferred by Equation (2) [34] from 20% to 45% in-
dicate trees that need care, and above this value, they mean hazard trees. Strength loss
predictions above 33% by Equation (3) [33] indicate hazardous trees [39]. For strength
losses predicted by Equation (4) [35], values from 20% to 33% indicate a risk when the tree
presents, in addition to cavities, signs of decay (cracks, trunk thickening, etc.) and above
33% if they indicate only cavities [39]. For the inference proposed by [36], Equation (5), the
tree is at risk when the calculated ratio is less than 0.3 [39]. Considering these limits, none of
the cross-sections analyzed in this research would be considered at risk by Equations (2)–(4)
(Table 3). For Equation (5), as we always consider the smallest remaining wall thickness
(t), the ratio value will already be zero whenever there is an open cavity, since t = zero. In
this case, except for cross-section 7, using the tomographic data, the trees considered at risk
coincided with the cross-sections (actual condition), a 92% hit (Table 3). For cross-section 7,
tomography centered the cavity, causing the thickness of the remaining wall to be greater
than it is. This increased the ratio value.

As expected, the loss of the second moment of area considering the centered cavity
(Table 4) results in values equal to those obtained using Equation (2) (Table 3), since this
equation is based only on the second moment of area variation concept. On the other
hand, the loss of the second moment of area calculated with the cavity in the actual
eccentric position (if this is the case of the cavity) results in higher values than those
obtained with the cavity centered or with Equation (2)—see Table 4. For Equation (4),
which considers the open cavity, the inferred strength losses are greater in cross-sections
with these cavities (Table 3).
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By replacing the portion referring to Equation (3) with the stiffness losses considering
the eccentricity of the internal cavity (Equation (9)), we found that the percentage of strength
loss increases (Table 5). Using the same criteria for risk consideration as in Equation (4),
with a limit of 20% for trees presenting decayed areas and cavities and 33% for trees with
decay, we verified that the inference of risk was coincident for the data from the tomography
or actual cross-section.

Equation (10) (Table 6) shows that considering the criteria mentioned above, cross-
section 9 would not be at risk (strength loss was less than 20%), according to the actual
cross-section data, but would be regarding the tomographic image data. Cross-sections
5, 10 and 12 would be at risk considering data from actual cross-sections or tomography
(Table 6). Cross-sections 6 and 7 would only be considered at risk using Equation (5)
(Table 3). Similarly to [38], with tomography being an assistant, our results also indicate
that taking into account not only cavities but also the eccentricity of the damaged part, the
results of strength loss are closer to the actual condition of the trunk.

5. Conclusions

The ultrasonic tomographic images of the cross-sections improve the reach of the
equations proposed in the literature for inferring the strength loss of trees due to cavities
and decay.
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